City of Livermore
Beautification Committee
Minutes from February 4, 2015
___________________________________________________________________
1.

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order by Chair Marti Sutton at 6:00 p.m.

1.01

2.

Roll Call

Chair Marti Sutton
Vice Chair Tyler Olson
Committeemember Sheri Ann Dante
Committeemember Jennifer Nelson

Absent

Committeemember Lesa Barker (excused)
Committeemember Erik Gets (excused)

Staff Present

Jeff Shafer, Maintenance and Golf Operations
Manager
Joe Prime, Landscape Maintenance Specialist
Kathy Hughes, Senior Clerk

CITIZENS FORUM
Citizens Barbara Hickman and Sandi Mende attended the meeting. They are
both interested in applying for a spot on the Beautification Committee.

3.

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION

3.01

Approval of Minutes – January 7, 2014 Beautification Committee meeting
– On a motion by Committeemember Dante, second by Vice Chair Olson,
carried on a 4-0 vote, the January minutes were approved with one change.

3.02

Tree Action Permit Appeal – 28 Sparrow Street – Joe Prime gave the
Beautification Committee a brief overview on why the City denied the Tree
Removal Application Permit for 28 Sparrow Street. Joe told the
Committeemembers that the tree is in good health, has a nice shape, fits
in well with the neighborhood, and does not fit any of the criteria for removal.
Homeowner Brian Esse spoke briefly on why he chose to appeal. Mr. Esse
told the Committeemembers that the roots of the tree are blocking the
irrigation drip system, and causing leaks. In order to repair the system, Mr.
Esse said he would have to remove large portions of the root system close to
the base of the tree, causing a possible hazard. He also said the tree is
causing damage to the hardscape (although that was not listed on the permit).
He is worried the roots will eventually cause damage to the water main and
concrete walkway. He showed the Committeemembers pictures he had taken
of the damage the tree is causing.
Committeemember Nelson asked if Mr. Esse was willing to plant a
replacement tree. He said he would like to replant a Crape Myrtle. Vice Chair
Olson asked if Mr. Esse could relocate the irrigation lines without cutting the
roots of the tree. He said it would be too difficult given the amount of roots
blocking the lines and the location of the drip bubbler at the base of the tree.
Committeemember Dante asked why Mr. Esse could not cut the line farther
away from the tree, and reroute the irrigation line. Chair Sutton asked if he
could cap off the line under the tree. Mr. Esse said the line was also serving
other areas of his yard and the line was too deep under the roots. Vice Chair
Olson asked if root pruning was an option to prevent damage to the
hardscape. Mr. Esse stated that the roots were too large and pruning them
would not be good for the health of the tree. Chair Sutton then asked Joe
Prime if root pruning was an option. Joe stated that he thinks pruning is a
good option. Chair Sutton asked if root pruning would damage the tree. Joe
stated that Sycamores are hearty trees and that this tree is a good candidate
for root pruning. Vice Chair Olson mentioned that a tree bubble would no
longer be a benefit for this established tree, and that bubblers and sprays are
usually on separate lines, and could just be capped off.
Vice Chair Olson motioned to grant the appeal, on the condition that the City
inspects the area to make sure that the irrigation lines cannot be moved
without damaging the tree. If it is determined the lines cannot be moved, the
tree can be removed and the resident will be required to replant one 15-gallon
tree. Staff will assist the resident with choosing a suitable variety of tree from
the California Native list. Committeemember Nelson seconded the motion.
Chair Sutton motioned to amend Vice Chair Olson’s motion to include the
homeowner also donate two 15-gallon trees to the City of Livermore Urban
Forestry Maintenance Fund. Vice Chair Olsen seconded the motion. On a 31 vote, with Committeemember Dante voting no, the motion was approved.
Mr. Esse will contact Joe Prime to arrange for an inspection of the irrigation
lines.

3.03

Arbor Day 2015 Update – Chair Sutton passed out copies of the revised
script for the Arbor Day presentation. She asked the Committeemembers
to review the script and submit any changes or suggestions to her.
Committeemember Dante showed the Beautification Committee a flyer
she found online showing how many products come from trees. The
Committeemembers loved the flyer and will give it to the second graders
instead of the certificate. Planting instructions will be printed on the back
side of the flyer. Chair Sutton and Committeemember Dante will call the
schools with a reminder of times and date of the presentation, and get a final
count for staff. Chair Sutton asked that staff invite some of the Landscape
Maintenance employees to participate. Staff will invite former Beautification
Committee member Leibovitch to participate as well.

4.

AGENDA BUILDING DISCUSSION

 Tree Ordinance Draft – Review
 Finalize Arbor Day 2015 Plans
5.

ADJOURNMENT – 6:53 p.m. to a regular Beautification Committee meeting
on March 4, 2015.

